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A B S T R A C T

This article deals with the relevance and practical feasibility of micromechanical simulations for their appli-
cation to general geomechanical problems involving fluid-saturated granular assemblies, whether frictional or
cohesive. A set of conceptual and numerical tools is here presented, advocating for a parallel computation using
graphical processing units (GPUs) to treat large numbers of degrees of freedom with conventional desktop
computers. The fluid phase is here simulated with a particle-resolved approach in the frame of the Lattice
Botzmann Method (LBM) while the granular solid phase is modelled as a collection of discrete particles from a
Molecular Dynamics DEM perspective. The range of possible material behaviours for the solid granular phase is
intended here to cover a broad spectrum from purely frictional to viscous cohesive materials with either brittle
or transient debonding features. Specific details of the implementation and some validation cases are put for-
ward. Finally, some exemplary applications in the fields of soil erosion and geotechnical profile installation are
provided along with a discussion on the parallel performance of the presented models. The results show that a
micromechanical approach can be feasible and useful in practice, providing meaningful insights into complex
engineering problems like the erosion kinetics of a soil under an impinging jet or the penetration resistance of a
deep foundation in a layered soil profile.

1. Introduction

A wide range of large-scale engineering problems involving fluid-
saturated granular assemblies (like soils, debris or muds) in interaction
with a fluid flow can be characterized by very similar physical me-
chanisms at the micro-scale. Some examples include for instance the
hydraulic failure of superficial soils [1,2], the formation of sand ripples
and dunes in riverbeds and deserts [3,4], scouring phenomena for off-
shore foundations [5,6] or the internal erosion and piping within em-
bankment dams and dikes [7,8]. All these problems can indeed be de-
scribed micromechanically as systems of soil particles immersed in an
ambient fluid whose mechanical action can locally induce particle re-
moval by erosion or fragmentation.

Many of the geotechnical infrastructures potentially endangered by
erosion are earthen hydraulic constructions like dams and dykes [8]. In
this context, the usual approach for erosion risk assessment is rather
macromechanical and mainly empirical based on several ad-hoc erosion
tests (see e.g. [9–11]). However, such approaches typically involve the
adoption of strong constitutive and hydrodynamic assumptions (e.g. the

magnitude of the viscous shear stress at the solid-fluid interface) and
are often restricted to the production of empirical correlations between
the soil’s resistance to erosion and several other soil parameters (e.g.
mean grain size, shear strength or plasticity index), which often leads to
the estimation of highly variable erodibility parameters depending on
the testing method being employed [12]. In this respect, an insight into
the microstructural scenarios of particle removal by a fluid would
constitute an important step towards clearer relationships between the
physical properties of a material and the more application-oriented
erodibility parameters. The challenge here is to develop suitable nu-
merical and theoretical tools capable to model at the same time an
assembly of discrete solid particles owing mutual frictional and ad-
hesive interactions, the fluid flow within the corresponding pore space,
and the complex coupling between the fluid and solid phases.

Concerning the offshore civil constructions, scouring is the main,
ubiquitous, form of erosion [13]. Despite the abundant literature on the
matter (see e.g. [14,15] and references therein), reliable quantitative
predictions of scour for engineering problems are still a difficult chal-
lenge. In practice, the scouring assessment often relies on empirical
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estimations based on scarce monitoring data [16] or small physical
model tests in reduced scale [17]. Such experimental tests are usually
costly and time-consuming, especially when parameter studies are re-
quired, while, in any case, both the general applicability and accuracy
of any extrapolations derived from such databases remain open topics.

A more detailed insight into the subject is now starting to emerge
from macroscopic numerical simulations involving three-dimensional
flow models based on the incompressible Reynolds-averaged
Navier–Stokes equations (RANS, see e.g. [18,5]). Such models in-
corporate for instance the effects of turbulence, vortex-shedding pro-
cesses and sediment transport (the suspended load). The sea-bed is
thereby considered as a single, continuous surface, while its morpho-
logical evolution is progressively updated based on a sediment con-
tinuity equation and transient estimates of the sediment transport
variables. However, this approach also involves strong assumptions at
the solid-fluid interface (e.g. a phenomenological erosion law) while
the model coefficients often need to be tuned arbitrarily in order to
reach a fair agreement of the scour evolution with experimental data. It
is in this sense that a micromechanically-based simulation can also
provide a new perspective to complement large-scale flow simulations
around offshore substructures.

Beyond the erosion phenomena, there is also a broad range of
geomechanical problems and geotechnical applications where the fluid-
solid interaction at the pore-scale plays a major role for the macro-
mechanical behaviour of the whole system. Dramatic examples include
for instance the liquefaction of saturated loose deposits during earth-
quakes [19], the triggering of landslides due to an excess of pore
pressure [20] or the global softening of offshore foundations after the
occurrence of a severe storm [21,22].

Here, we propose a general computational framework to address
local aspects of common engineering issues involving fluid-saturated
soils from this particular perspective, i.e. by retaining the focus on the
micro-scale phenomena. The approach advocated in this paper com-
bines the algorithmic efficiency of the Discrete Element Method (DEM)
for the solid mechanics with the capabilities of the Lattice Boltzmann
Method (LBM) for the fluid dynamics.

The LBM is a convenient alternative to other CFD methods (as in
[23] or [24]) that retrieves the macroscopic Navier-Stokes hydro-
dynamic behaviour in the low Mach number limit departing from a
microscopic base, i.e. the molecule distribution functions, as in the
original Boltzmann equation (see e.g. [25] or [26]). Provided with
appropriate coupling methods [27,28], the LBM can reproduce both
efficiently and accurately the interaction between a fluid and a system
of immersed discrete particles, described themselves by means of a
suitable solid mechanics scheme. Such coupling approaches, involving
usually a discretization in the LBM an order of magnitude finer than the
size of a particle, can be classified as Particle Resolved Simulation
schemes (PRS) and contain very few assumptions, often producing
high-quality results on the momentum transfer between fluid and solid
phases [23]. In contrast, the non-resolved approaches (see e.g. [29]) are
generally more efficient from a computational point of view since they
involve a much coarser fluid discretization (single fluid cells often up to
an order of magnitude larger than the average particle size) but they do
require the adoption of additional assumptions to introduce the effects
of the solid particles on the fluid flow (see for instance [30] and re-
ferences therein).

The applications for the LBM-DEM coupled technique are currently
growing exponentially (see e.g. [31–33]). Recent developments include
for instance coupled simulations of an immersed granular river bed
with an order of 105 spherical particles as it forms dunes dragged by a
river flow [34], the settling of non-spherical and polygonal particles in
a viscous fluid [35,36], or the collapse (avalanche) of immersed gran-
ular columns [37]. However, the practical use of these techniques has
so far been mainly restricted to small-scale academic examples with

little direct impact into real-scale civil engineering problems. This is
partly due to the extremely high computational cost involved for the
discrete simulation of soil at a representative scale (e.g. millions of soil
grains interacting with a structure) in combination with the necessary
high refinement degree of the fluid mesh in order to fully resolve the
flow around the solid particles (around 10–30 fluid divisions per grain
diameter depending on the application, see [32]).

However, this practical constraint for the modelling scale and re-
finement is being progressively overcome by means of high-perfor-
mance parallel computation (HPC) as in [34]. Some of the key issues to
be addressed in this respect are the strategies for domain decomposi-
tion, the efficient distribution of data among the multiple processors,
the synchronization protocols and the local communication between
neighboring processors/domains involving OpenMP (Open Multi-Pro-
cessing) or MPI (Message Passing Interface) for CPU clusters, see e.g.
[38,39]. In this respect, several efficient codes for high-performance
LBM and LBM-DEM computations (MPI approach) have been developed
in recent years and are available in an open-source basis, including for
instance PALABOS (LBM for CPU clusters provided by the Scientific and
Parallel Computing group at the University of Geneva), the waLBerla
platform [40,41] at the University of Erlangen, and OpenLB developed
at the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology [28].

However, nowadays the use of graphical processing units (GPUs) is
gaining growing relevance as an alternative (potentially com-
plementary) technology for distributed computing [42]. Since GPUs are
essentially parallel (specifically designed and built for multi-threaded
computation) and usually incorporate thousands of processors in a
single card, the GPU computation provides the possibility of performing
a significant degree of HPC on simple desktop computers without the
need to resorting to expensive supercomputing clusters [43,44]. The
main drawbacks of using GPUs include their limitations in fast on-chip
memory and that their access to global memory is usually quite slow.
Besides, the technology and strategies for an extension to multi-GPU
computations are not yet fully developed, which often limits the ap-
plications in terms of size and number of particles to those suitable for a
single GPU. Nevertheless, recent studies with both single- and multi-
GPU models show that a reasonable level of scalability is nowadays
possible (see e.g. [44] or [42] and references therein).

This paper aims to provide a compilation of useful techniques and
practical recommendations for an efficient GPU-based implementation
of a micromechanical LBM-DEM simulation tool. No claim is raised here
for an optimal efficiency or performance. Instead, the focus is placed
rather on the simplicity of a single-GPU approach that may permit the
analysis of geomechanical and erosion local problems with conven-
tional desktop computers.

The remainder of this paper is organised in the following manner:
The first part introduces briefly the theoretical framework of the LBM
and DEM techniques with specific details for the fluid boundaries and
solid rheology, the latter including useful models for cohesive bonds
and transient damage.

The second part addresses some practical aspects of high relevance
for an efficient numerical implementation, namely the phase-coupling
scheme and the proposed approach for a GPU parallel computation. The
validity of the implementation is briefly discussed in terms of classical
benchmark cases, namely the drag coefficient of a settling particle as
well as the so-called DKT phenomenon (draft-kiss-tumble trajectories)
of a pair of grains.

Finally, the third part of the paper illustrates some applications of
the numerical model with exemplary cases of soil erosion and geo-
technical profile installation in saturated soil deposits. Useful para-
meters such as the threshold cohesion for an absence of erosion or the
soil resistance to driving (SRD) in a layered soil profile are then derived
and the parallel performance of the proposed algorithms is discussed.
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2. Theoretical background

2.1. Particle-resolved fluid model

2.1.1. The Lattice Boltzmann Method
The Lattice Boltzmann Method is a numerical CFD approach that

retrieves the Navier-Stokes behaviour of incompressible fluids based on
a discretized form of the Boltzmann equation [25]. It involves the de-
finition of a fluid domain discretised as a fixed Eulerian grid (or lattice)
of fluid nodes distributed regularly with a spatial distance Δx. A divi-
sion of the temporal dimension with a constant interval Δt leads to the
definition of a complementary discrete velocity space of fluid particles
c{ } with the different directions to reach a direct neighbouring node
denoted by the index α. We use here a two-dimensional configuration
with nine velocity vectors c{ }, the so-called D2Q9 model [45] shown in
Fig. 1, where the set of discrete velocity vectors is defined as:

=
=
=
=

c
(0, 0) 0
(1, 0), (0, 1), ( 1.0), (0, 1) 1, 2, 3, 4
(1, 1), ( 1, 1), ( 1. 1), (1, 1) 5, 6, 7, 8 (1)

The discretization of the spatial and temporal domains also implies
the definition of a characteristic lattice speed = x tc / as well as a
speed of sound in the lattice system = cc / 3s .

The LBM then consists in the determination of fluid particle popu-
lations f x t( , ), i.e. the probability density distribution of fluid particles
at the time t and spatial location x with velocity c , by solving the
discrete form of the Boltzmann equation (Eq. (2))

+ + = +f x c t t t f x t( , ) ( , ) (2)

which is usually decomposed into the following two sub-steps for the
collision and advection of fluid particles (eqs (3) and (4) respectively):

= +f x t f x t( , ) ( , )out (3)

+ + =f x c t t t f x t( , ) ( , )out (4)

where f x t( , )out represents the post-collision density distribution func-
tion and is the collision operator.

The simplest and most popular collision model is the so-called
Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook (BGK), or single-relaxation-time model, where
all hydrodynamic moments relax towards the thermodynamic equili-
brium with a single relaxation parameter τ [46]. The BGK collision
operator can be written as:

=
f x t f x t( , ) ( , )BGK

eq

(5)

where f x t( , )eq is the distribution function at thermodynamic
equilibrium given as a function of the macroscopic quantities for fluid
density and velocity u:

= + +u u u u uf w c c( , ) 1 3 · 9
2

( · ) 3
2

·eq 2
(6)

with the single weights wα taking the following values:

=
=

=
=

w
4/9 0
1/9 1, 2, 3, 4

1/36 5, 6, 7, 8 (7)

The macroscopic variables for fluid density and velocity can be
obtained from the distribution function as follows:

=
=

f
0

8

(8)

=
=

u f c1

0

8

(9)

while the fluid pressure is directly given by the following state equa-
tion:

=p cs
2 (10)

On the other hand, the assumed relationship between the relaxation
time τ and the kinematic viscosity of the fluid is

= +
c x
3 1

2 (11)

It has been shown that if the density fluctuations are assumed to be
negligible, i.e. when ( )/0 0 ~ 0, the LB equation can recover the
incompressible Navier-Stokes equations (see e.g. [26]). This means that
in order to simulate correctly an incompressible flow and reduce the
density fluctuations of the model, the fluid must be kept in the low
range of Mach numbers Ma ≪ 1 (Ma being the ratio of the maximum
fluid velocity to the characteristic speed c, usually with a limit value of
Ma < 0.1 being used by most authors).

However, the BGK collision model presents certain stability issues
and does not ensure unconditionally the non-slip condition at the walls.
These deficiencies can be overcome by using either the multiple-re-
laxation-time approach (MRT, see e.g. [47]) or the two-relaxation-time
(TRT) as a simpler particular case (see e.g. [48]). In the TRT model, the
probability distribution functions are decomposed into positive and
negative parts:

= + = +

= =

= =

+ +

+ + + +

f f f f f f

f f

f f

eq eq eq

f f eq f f

f f eq f f

, ,

2
,

2

2
,

2

eq eq

eq eq

¯ ¯

¯ ¯
(12)

where ¯ stands for the spatial direction opposite to the direction (i.e.
=c c¯ ). This way, the TRT collision operator can be calculated as:

= + + +f x t f x t f x t f x t( ( , ) ( , )) ( ( , ) ( , ))TRT eq eq, , (13)

where =+ 1/ and is an arbitrary constant. The latter is often
calculated based on the so-called “magic parameter”

= +( )( )1 1
2

1 1
2 which appears to produce the most stable si-

mulations for values around = 1/4 [49].
As an alternative, the generalised multi-relaxation-time LB equa-

tion, which assumes that the different moments of the distribution
function relax towards equilibrium with different rates, can be written
as:

+ + =f x c t t t f x t M S m x t m x t( , ) ( , ) [ ( , ) ( , )]eq1 (14)

where M is the invertible transformation matrix which relates the dis-
tribution functions with the vector of fluid moments =m Mf , or in
matrix form:

Fig. 1. Set of two-dimensional discrete velocity vectors {cα} for the D2Q9
model of the LBM.
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=

e
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0
0
1
0

1
1
2

0
0
1

2
1

0

1
2
1
1
1
1
1
0
1

1
2
1
1
1

1
1
0
1

1
2
1
1
1
1
1

0
1

1
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1
1
1
1
1

0
1

x

x

y

y

xx

xy

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8 (15)

where is the fluid density, e is the energy and is related to the square
of the energy. =j ux x and =j uy y are respectively the x and y
components of the momentum j, Pxx and Pxy are the diagonal and off-
diagonal components of the stress tensor, qx and qy are the x and y
components of the energy flux, and the vector meq gathers the equili-
brium moments defined as:

=

+ +

+

m

j j

j j

j
j

j
j

j j
j j

2 3( )/

3( )/

( )/
/

eq

x y

x y

x

x

y

y

x y

x y

2 2

2 2

2 2

(16)

Finally, the diagonal relaxation matrix S is defined as
=S diag s s s s s s(0; ; ; 0; ; 0; ; ; )1 2 4 6 7 8 . For the D2Q9 model, the coeffi-

cients s1,2,4 are constants to be chosen in the range 0 < s < 2 for
stability reasons, while = =s s 1/7 8 . The particular values

= = = =s s s s1.63; 1.14; 1.921 2 4 6 are recommended in [47] and have
been used in the following applications.

2.1.2. Boundary conditions
Since both the pressure and velocity fields are only derived vari-

ables in the LBM, actually obtained from the particle distribution
functions f , their respective boundary conditions cannot be imposed
directly in a boundary value problem. This means that in the LBM it is
necessary to define appropriate rules for the unknown distribution
functions at the boundary nodes in order to retrieve the desired values
of the hydrodynamic quantities.

Pressure and velocity boundary conditions can for instance be set by

using the bounce-back scheme proposed by Zou and He [50], which
involves the reflection of the off-equilibrium part of the distribution
functions at the boundary. However, the alternative regularized method
proposed by Latt and Chopard [51] has been found to be more stable for
the prescription of inlet pressure or velocity boundary conditions [52].
This way, the particle populations on the boundary are split into two
parts, equilibrium and off-equilibrium, and their values are replaced by
the following equation:

= +u Qf f w
c

( , )
2

:eq

s
4

(1)
(17)

where (1) is the first-order stress tensor reconstructed from the known
off-equilibrium parts of the particle population = uf f f ( , )neq eq

and can be written as

=
=

c c f neq(1)

0

8

(18)

Here, the unknown parts of f neq are assigned the values of the
known parts in the opposite direction (i.e. =f funknown

neq neq
, ¯ ), and the

tensor Q is defined as =Q Ic c cs
2 , while the lattice weights wα

have already been introduced above (Eq. (7)).
For the exemplary case of an inlet “northern” boundary (i.e. located

at the top, as shown in Fig. 2-a), the tensor (1) can be reconstructed
from the known off-equilibrium populations in the following manner:

= + + +
= + +
=

f f f f
f f f
f f

2( )
2( )
2( )

xx
neq neq neq neq

yy
neq neq neq

xy
neq neq

(1)
1 3 5 6

(1)
6 2 5

(1)
5 6 (19)

Alternatively, a much simpler albeit less accurate boundary for-
mulation may be used instead, in which the particle populations are
constructed by considering only the equilibrium part (the so-called
equilibrium boundary), i.e. by disregarding the second term of the right
hand-side in Eq. (17). The advantage of a much easier implementation
and straightforward (cheaper) computation may often compensate the
slight loss in accuracy as compared to the regularized method.

Finally, the non-slip boundary condition between the fluid and a
stationary solid wall can also be imposed by means of the bounce-back
scheme. A convenient form of the scheme is the so-called “half-way
bounce-back” model, which assumes that the solid wall is located right
in the middle between the solid and fluid nodes and has been shown to
feature a second-order numerical accuracy [50]. During the streaming
step, the wall boundary nodes will reflect any incoming distribution of
fluid boundary nodes back into the opposite direction. The explicit
scheme of the half-way bounce-back condition is illustrated in Fig. 2-b

Fig. 2. Boundary conditions in the LBM. (a) Inlet condition located at a northern (upper) boundary, with dashed vectors representing the unknown populations; (b)
Half-way bounce-back boundary condition at a southern (bottom) wall, where the boundary wall is assumed to be located right in the middle between solid nodes
(solid circles) and fluid nodes (open circles). The grey shaded domain is the solid region and the dashed line corresponds to its boundary. xb and xs denote boundary
fluid and solid nodes respectively and the dashed arrows represent the reflected distribution functions.
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and implies the following relationships: = = =f f f f f f; ; .5 7 2 4 6 8 The
general numerical form can be written as:

+ =x xf t t f t( , ) ( , )b b
out

¯ (20)

The implementation of more complex forms of boundary conditions,
e.g. periodic BCs for unit representative cells of large/infinite systems
or BCs to avoid undesired wall-effects, are out of the scope of this article
and have been described elsewhere (see e.g. [53]).

2.2. Solid granular mechanics

Concerning the solid mechanics within the granular phase, sig-
nificant advances have been made in the past decades on the influence
and modelling of different micromechanical features such as particle
shape [54], convexity [55] or cohesion [56,57]. However, most of the
current DEM models in the recent literature are still lacking versatile
interaction models capable of dealing with intergranular cohesion and
transient material damage [58], which are key elements that may ac-
tually govern the macromechanical failure modes of a whole founda-
tion [59,60]. In this respect, we present here the basic framework of a
purely frictional DEM and then introduce an extension of a simple
viscoplastic cohesion model [61] that features a subcritical debonding
(damage) mechanism based on the work of Silvani et al. [62,63]. This
latter property permits the explicit introduction of a characteristic time
(i.e. of transience) for the micromechanical debonding process, thus
broadening the range of possible material behaviours in the simula-
tions.

2.2.1. Frictional mechanics. The Discrete Element Method
Consistently with the micro-mechanical scope advocated here, the

equilibrium of an immersed granular material can be enforced by
means of the Discrete Element Method (DEM). The DEM involves the
solution of Newton’s equations of motion for each of the particles of a
granular system in the following fashion [64]:

= + =x F g Tm d
dt

m I d
dt

;i i i i i i i
2

2 (21)

where mi and Ii are the mass and the moment of inertia of the particle i,
g represents the acceleration vector due to the body forces acting on the
particle (e.g. gravity), while xi and i denote its position and angular
velocity respectively. Fi and Ti represent the total force and torque
acting on the particle, noting that for an immersed particle, the former
includes a hydraulic coupling term (see Section 3.1 below) in addition
to the intergranular contact forces, i.e. = +F F Fi j i ij i

hydro.
The interaction force Fij arising when two neighbouring particles i

and j enter in contact (here whenever they overlap) can be decomposed
into the usual normal and tangential components Fn and Fs. The normal
component Fn can be calculated for instance based on the magnitude of
the normal overlap n and assuming a viscoelastic rheology:

=
>
<

F
for

k for
0 0

0n
n

n n n n n (22)

where kn is the normal contact stiffness and n is the normal viscous
damping.

In a similar fashion, the tangential force Fs can also be introduced
featuring a viscoelastic-perfectly-plastic rheology accounting for
Coulomb’s friction limit (i.e. F µF| |s n with a friction coefficient µ):

=F min µF k sgn( , | |) ( )s n s s s s s (24)

where ks and s are the contact’s tangential stiffness and damping
coefficients while s denotes the tangential spring deformation.

As for the conservation of angular momentum in the system, the
mechanical torque Ti generated by the tangential force on the particles
is complemented by a rolling resistance Tij

roll in the following fashion:

=T v
v

µ f R
| |

r

r
ij
roll

r n ij
eff

(25)

where vr is the rolling velocity (difference of angular velocities between
particles i and j), µr is the rolling “frictional” coefficient and Rij

eff is the
reduced effective radius of the couple defined here as = +Rij

eff r r
r r( )

i j
i j

.
Further practical details to ensure the objectivity of the model and

the conservation of the total momenta (both translational and angular)
can be found for instance in the recent books [65,66].

Concerning the time integration, an algorithm of the velocity-Verlet
type can be used to advance both the translational and rotational ki-
nematic variables as follows [67]:

+ = + +x x v at t t t t t t( ) ( ) ( ) 1/2 ( )i i i i
2 (26)

+ = + +t t t t t t t( ) ( ) ( ) 1/2 ( )i i i i
2 (27)

The translational and angular velocities are firstly evaluated at a
half-time step ( +t t1/2 ):

+ = +v v at t t t t( 1/2 ) ( ) 1/2 ( )i i i (28)

+ = +t t t t t( 1/2 ) ( ) 1/2 ( )i ii (29)

while the acceleration is updated according to Newton’s equations (Eq.
(21)):

+ = + =a F Tt t
m

t t
I

( ) 1 ; ( ) 1
i

i
i
ext

i
i

i
ext

(30)

Finally, the velocities at the time station ( +t t) are computed with:

+ = + + +v v at t t t t t t( ) ( 1/2 ) 1/2 ( )i ii (31)

+ = + + +t t t t t t t( ) ( 1/2 ) 1/2 ( )i ii (32)

Useful discussions about the choice of rheological parameters, the
use of a restitution coefficient and on the critical time step arising from
kn are provided for instance in [68–70].

2.2.2. Solid cohesion
The DEM components introduced so far merely reproduce the me-

chanics of frictional contacts. This should generally suffice for the
analysis of cohesionless geomaterials under gravitational loads or
confinement. However, the model can be extended with cohesive in-
teractions to reproduce a broader range of material behaviours with
“proper mechanical integrity in the absence of confinement” [61], i.e.
allowing for the appearance of tensile normal forces between the par-
ticles of the granular material. This kind of behaviour can be very re-
levant for the mechanical response of various natural granular deposits
such as cemented sands (see e.g. [71]).

To this end, a set of solid bonds with a specific rheology can be
assumed to exist for any selected group of particles initially at contact.
Such bonds can be defined for instance with a linear-elastic-perfectly-
plastic rheology characterized by an appropriate set of bond stiffnesses
and yield conditions (see e.g. the Bonded Particle Model (BPM) ori-
ginally proposed by Potyondy & Cundall [72] and later extended to
include conductive-convective thermal exchanges in [73]). In this re-
spect, a convenient while realistic bond model with a paraboloidal yield
surface in the space of contact forces (a three-dimensional space in
terms of Fn, Fs and bending moment M) has been proposed by Delenne
and coworkers [61] based on experimental results and is illustrated in
Fig. 3. The model assumes that the contact rheology is governed by the
bond viscoelastic parameters (e.g. a Kelvin-Voigt model) as long as the
interaction forces remain in the interior of the yield surface u, which is
defined in terms of the single thresholds for purely normal, shear and
moment failures Cn, Cs and Mb as:

= + +F
C

F
C

M
M

1u
n

n

s

s b

2 2

(33)

Whenever the contact forces reach or trespass this failure criterion
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(i.e. when 0u ), the cohesive bond is broken and the contact becomes
purely frictional.

Based on the experimental results by Delenne et al [61], the yield
thresholds can all be set to depend conveniently on a single parameter
C in the following form:

= = =C C C M
D

2
2n s

b

mean (34)

which thereby represents the strength of the solid bond and fixes the
aspect ratios of the paraboloid for different degrees of cohesion. The
relative strength of the bonds in a polydisperse assembly can then be
characterized by defining a dimensionless number B, ratio of the bond
cohesion C to the particle’s own buoyant weight, i.e. =B C gV/( )
where is the submerged apparent density of the solid grains, g is the
gravitational acceleration and V is the volume of the particle (for cir-
cular particles in a 2D space, a depth-specific volume of =V D /42 may
be used). This dimensionless number is also sometimes called cohesive
granular Bond number [74,75]. Preliminary studies indicate that co-
hesive bonds where <B 1 tend to be generally unstable and short-lived
(since any slight rearrangement of the assembly under its own weight is
likely to cause bond ruptures) while granular assemblies where B 3
for all couples appear to remain completely bonded under gravity.

Here it is worth noting that the aspect ratios of the yield surface (Eq.
(34)) define the dominant debonding modes of the cohesion model
(whether shear, traction or bending failures). This is a useful property
that can lead to a great variety of material behaviours, from brittle
clustering materials (low Mb ratios) to diffusive decohesion (remote
debonding, with low Cs ratios), see [76].

2.2.3. Damage model. Subcritical debonding
The bond model introduced so far may be considered as a “static”

cohesion approach due to its lack of transience beyond the binary state-
disjunctive, where only intact and fully broken bond states are possible,
with sudden state transitions. However, a progressive evolution (or
damage) of the cohesive bonds can be introduced for instance by means
of the subcritical debonding concept (see e.g. [62,63]) which involves a
characteristic debonding time and permits the possibility of a pro-
gressive degradation of the cohesive strength for subcritical evolution
within the yield surface.

The transience can generally be introduced into the model by any
suitable definition of a damage variable d and its time derivative, for
instance as follows:

=d
F F M d

C
( , , , )n s0

0 (35)

d d F F M d0 ( , , , ) 1c n s (36)

where · denotes the MacCauley brackets ( =x x if x 0; =x 0 if
<x 0), is a characteristic time, C0 stands for the initial damage

threshold under pure tensile forces, F F M d( , , , )n s0 is the damage cri-
terion and dc is the ultimate value of damage, which depends both on
the material and loading parameters [62,63].

The damage surface 0 is here conveniently defined in the interior of
the failure surface u and with the same shape (Fig. 4), i.e.

= + +F
C

F
C

M
M

md(1 )n s

s b
0

0

2 2

(37)

where m is a softening parameter (see the analogous model in [62,63]),
which for simplicity has been set to unity in the following applications.
The sub-space bounded by the yield and damage surfaces defines
thereby the combinations of interaction forces that induce bond da-
mage (domain 2, as shown in Fig. 4), while the bond solicitations
contained within the damage surface do not cause any bond degrada-
tion (domain 1). Any other solicitations outside the yield surface (do-
main 3) are assumed to cause an immediate rupture of the cohesive
bond, as in the original “static” cohesion model.

Here it can be noted that since both the yield and damage surfaces u
and 0 include now a negative dependency on d, this formulation im-
plies that both surfaces are actually displaced towards the origin as the
damage variable grows, thus increasing progressively the susceptibility
of the bond to further damage or rupture.

Fig. 3. Left: Rheological model of solid contacts; Right: Yield surface of cohesive bonds in the space of interaction forces, redrawn from [61].

Fig. 4. Damage model for subcritical debonding. Yield and damage surfaces
with distinction of solicitation domains for intact cohesive bonds (region 1),
evolving damage (region 2) and instant rupture (region 3). For simplicity, the
third dimension of bond solicitations (i.e. the rolling moments) has been
omitted in the figure.
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3. Practical implementation

3.1. Fluid-solid coupling

The phase coupling strategy for the consideration of immersed
geomaterials is here based on a juxtaposition of the two separate DEM
and LBMmodels while enforcing the spatial exclusion and a momentum
exchange between the phases. The former concerns the temporary
conversion of fluid nodes into “solid” nodes for the regions of the lattice
covered by the “shadow” of the DEM particles, which are then excluded
from the LBM calculations. Conversely, the transition of solid LBM
nodes into “uncovered” fluid ones due to the displacement of a moving
DEM particle involves the creation of distribution functions for the new
fluid nodes (see e.g. Aidun et al. [77], well summarised in Tran et al.
[32]).

The microscopic fluid-solid interaction between the two models can
then be introduced by means of a suitable momentum-exchange algo-
rithm, for instance by assuming a regularised non-slip bounce-back
condition at the solid boundary nodes as proposed by Bouzidi et al.
[78]. This approach, which is adapted for the curved moving bound-
aries of the DEM particles, features a linear interpolation of the post-
collision distribution functions involving two fluid nodes xf and xff (see
Fig. 5-a).

The Bouzidi scheme considers two possible interpolation situations
based on the relative distance =q x x x x| |/| |f f s between the
boundary fluid and solid nodes, xf and xs respectively, and the solid
intersection point x :

+ =
+ + <

+ +
f x t t

qf x t q f x t for q

f x t f x t for q
( , )

2 ( , ) (1 2 ) ( , ) 2 ; 1/2

( , ) ( , ) ; 1/2
f

out
f

out
ff

c u
cs

q
out

f
q

q
out

ff q
c u

cs

¯

¯
2

1
2

(2 1)
2

1 ¯
2

(38)

where c ¯ is the opposite direction of c and u is the wall velocity at the
intersection point x . This velocity x can be obtained from the particle
velocityU , the angular velocity of the particle and the center of mass
of the particle xc:

= + ×u U x x( )c (39)

As a consequence of the particle's translation, some of the solid
boundary nodes may convert to fluid nodes, so that the unknown dis-
tribution functions must be recovered. Several techniques to solve this
issue can be found for instance in [79], where the unknown

distributions functions of the fresh fluid nodes are simply approximated
using the equilibrium distribution functions f u( , )eq . The latter can
be computed using the averaged fluid density of the whole system
(which generally fluctuates slightly around 1 in lattice units) and the
wall velocity at the specified node position just before its conversion to
fluid node (see e.g. [80]).

The total coupling force Fi
hydro exerted by the fluid on a given par-

ticle can then be calculated with the momentum-exchange algorithm
[81], i.e. by summation of the momentum exchange between the solid
boundary nodes and the fluid nodes:

= + +F f x t f x t t c[ ( , ) ( , )]i
hydro

x

out
f f¯

f (40)

The total torque exerted by the fluid on the solid particle is com-
puted in analogous fashion as

= × + +T x x f x t f x t t c( ) [ ( , ) ( , )]i
hydro

x
c

out
f f¯

f (41)

Here it is worth noting that the coupling algorithms based on the
momentum-exchange are generally very demanding for a parallel
computation, since they involve a frequent memory access to all the
neighboring nodes of each boundary node at the perimeter of the par-
ticles, thereby reducing the efficiency and speed of parallel computa-
tions. In this respect, it may be worth resorting to an alternative method
to implement the fluid–solid interaction, e.g. by means of the partially
saturated method (PSM) originally proposed by Noble and Torczynski
[82]. The PSM merely involves the consideration of a modified non-slip
condition of each lattice node based on the solid fraction of a virtual
lattice cell associated to it. The virtual lattice cell can thereby be either
completely fluid, fully solid or mixed (i.e. partially saturated), as shown
in Fig. 5-b. This way, the interaction algorithm avoids the necessity for
interpolation with neighboring nodes, hence making its parallelization
much more straightforward. In this sense, the PSM appears to be the
best alternative for GPU parallel computations.

The PSM is based on the modified BGK equation with the in-
troduction of the solid fraction associated to a given lattice point and a
source term to account for the presence of the solid nodes:

+ + = + +f x c t t t f x t B B( , ) ( , ) (1 ) BGK s (42)

where s is the collision operator for solid nodes:

= x u x uf t f f t f[ ( , ) ( , )] [ ( , ) ( , )]s
s eq eq

¯ ¯ (43)

Fig. 5. Modelling concepts for the fluid solid-coupling. (a) Sketch of the fluid-solid boundary around a moving particle in the frame of the momentum-exchange
approach, with appearance of new fluid boundary nodes. The dashed line represents the previous position of the particle; (b) Conceptual sketch of the Partial
Saturation Method (PSM), redrawn from [53], involving the solid fraction of virtual lattice cells associated to each of the lattice nodes.
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where u is the local fluid velocity, = + ×u u x x( )s p c is the velo-
city of the solid point x , and B is a weighting parameter defined in
terms of the solid fraction as

=
+

B ( 1/2)
(1 ) ( 1/2)

s

s (44)

Here, s represents the solid fraction of the lattice node and is re-
stricted to the range 0 1s , whereby = 0s corresponds to a lattice
node inside a fully fluid virtual cell and = 1s applies for the case of a
lattice node in a fully solid cell. Among the different possible ways to
estimate the solid fraction s, a convenient one is to divide the lattice
cell with a finer grid and count the number of small sub-cells that are
inside the solid particle. This way, the solid fraction can be roughly
estimated in 2D as the ratio of solid sub-cells to the surface of the lattice
cell.

Then, the force and torque acting on the boundary can be computed
as [83]:

=F x
t

B x x c( ) ( )
x

n
s

n
2

n (45)

= ×T x
t

B x x x x c( )( ) ( )
x

n n c
s

n
2

n (46)

where xn denotes the lattice nodes which are either partially or fully
solid (i.e. all nodes with > 0s ) and xc is the location of the centre of
mass of the solid particle.

Finally, and due to the known deficiencies and stability issues of the
BGK collision model, we propose here a modified version of the PSM
method based on the TRT collision model instead of the BGK one,
thereby transforming the equation (42) into:

+ + = + +f x c t t t f x t B B( , ) ( , ) (1 ) TRT s (47)

Here it is also worth to mention that Zhang et al. [84] have pro-
posed an alternative improvement of the method by using the MRT
collision model instead of the BGK, where the collision and streaming
steps need to be separated as in the momentum-exchange algorithms
(i.e. a Bouzidi-like scheme). However, the implementation proposed
here has the advantage that it can be enclosed in one single CUDA-
kernel including the calculation step for hydraulic forces (see next
section). This way, the overall time performance of our code is im-
proved by a factor of around 2.

For both coupling methods, whether the moment-exchange or the
PSM, the total hydraulic force and torque are then introduced into the
DEM algorithm (eq. (21)) after conversion to physical units. In addition,
the buoyancy effect (i.e. the submerged weight) must also be con-
sidered for the DEM particles, for instance by multiplying the gravita-
tional acceleration by the factor (1 / )f s .

Concerning the permeability of settled three-dimensional granular
samples where all the solid particles are in contact with other particles,
a strict geometrical modelling in 2D conditions would lead to the un-
physical situation where no fluid paths exist through the contacting
network of round particles and thus preclude any permeability. This
would also lead in practical terms to the estimation of unrealistic solid
fractions for the overlapped lattice nodes at the particle contacts.
Therefore, we employ here the so-called hydraulic radius approach (see
e.g. [85,86]), by considering that the solid grains have a reduced radius
Rh in the LBM domain while keeping the particle's real radius R in the
DEM domain. The ratio R R/h is generally set to values around 0.8, as
recommended in [85], while its influence on the simulated drag coef-
ficients and macroscopic permeability are out of the scope of this paper.

With respect to the spatial resolution of the LBM-DEM coupling, we
adopt here a fixed minimum resolution of at least 10 lattice nodes per
grain dimension (i.e. =x D /10min ), as recommended in [87], where
Dmin is the diameter of the smallest particle in the sample.

Another relevant aspect for the solid-fluid coupling relates to the

fact that the LBM and DEM often require different time-step sizes for
numerical stability, whereby the DEM time-step is usually smaller than
the time-step needed for the LBM model. Therefore, an efficient cou-
pling between both methods may include a sub-cycling scheme (higher
frequency) for the DEM algorithm. This way the LBM model is only
updated once every Np steps of the DEM algorithm, i.e. the LBM and
DEM time-step sizes are here related by the fixed integer ratio Np.
Nevertheless, and in order to minimize the potential loss of accuracy it
appears sensible to keep this ratio as low as 2 or 3, if employed at all.

3.2. Computational parallelism for GPUs

In order to take advantage of GPUs to perform heavy and repetitive
computational tasks, it is now possible to include so-called CUDA ker-
nels in most modern programming languages. These kernels are called
from the CPU (the host) and executed in parallel by the thousands of
local micro-processors available in the GPU (the device). It is con-
venient to devise the kernels for the LBM part so that each thread will
perform a specific LBM task at one spatial location in the fluid domain
(i.e. one thread for each lattice node) [88]. This way, the two-dimen-
sional LBM domain will be divided into a grid (or patchwork) of two-
dimensional CUDA blocks, whereby each block constitutes an array of
threads running the same tasks in parallel. The size of the blocks (i.e.
the number of parallel threads inside the blocks) is in practice a free
parameter within the available capacity of the GPU, which is often
limited to × <N N 1024threads X threads Y, , for most of the current graphic
cards. In this respect there is often an optimal value for peak perfor-
mance, where the block dimensions are commonly chosen as powers of
2 optimizing the GPU’s warp size (32 threads).

The total number of blocks is thus controlled by the dimensions of
the LBM domain, Nx and Ny respectively in the x and y directions. Here
it is also convenient to add an extra block (buffer) in each dimension,
just for the case where the LBM domain does not fit exactly in the GPU
grid. A return condition is set for all threads in the extra buffer that are
not assigned with an actual lattice node, avoiding eventual access to
non-declared memory locations. Fig. 6 illustrates a two-dimensional
LBM domain divided into blocks of threads and featuring a layer of
buffer blocks at the limit of the x dimension.

The LBM’s probability distribution functions f are then stored as a
single array in the global GPU memory. For computational efficiency it
is very convenient to use here the so-called Structure of Arrays (SoA)
format in order to enhance the coalescence of the memory access of the
concurrent threads (contiguous memory locations for contiguous
threads), see e.g. [88,89] or [90]. This way, the distributions f x( )p of a
given point xp with local (LBM) coordinates i and j are actually stored

Fig. 6. Decomposition of the computational domain into blocks of threads in
CUDA. Each intersection of the grid represents a fluid lattice node (LBM),
computed by a single CUDA thread. An additional layer of blocks (buffer) is
added for the case where the LBM domain does not fit exactly in the GPU grid.
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as + +f i j N N N[ · · · ]x x y . These locations can then be accessed from the
GPU grid in the following manner:

= × +
= × +

i blockIdx x blockDim x threadIdx x
j blockIdx y blockDim y threadIdx y

. . .
. . . (48)

Two separate copies of f can be used to ensure that the data de-
pendency is not violated, namely fout for the post-collision state and fin
for the post-streaming distribution. A pseudo-code of the collision and
streaming steps with the PSM coupling scheme is summarized in
Algorithm 1.

Concerning the solid grains, the DEM kernels can be based on a one-
dimensional CUDA grid of grain-threads featuring a fixed number of
blocks depending on the total number of particles. Again, the number of
threads within the blocks is set to a power of 2 (we use for instance 128)
and an extra buffer block is added here as well to ensure that all solid
particles are taken into account.

Algorithm 1 (Pseudo-code of collision and streaming steps for LBM with
push and PSM schemes).

Collision and Streaming kernel:
Get fluid node coordinates i and j from Eq. (48)
if < > < >i i N j j N( 0) ( 1) ( 0) ( 1)x y then
return.

end if
Compute macro variables and u from Equations (8) and (9) respectively
Compute uf ( , )eq , Eq. (6)
if > 0s then
Get particle’s ID
Get particle’s velocity us

end if
Compute s from Eq. (43)
Apply the PSM, with either the BGK version (Eq. (42)) or with the TRT scheme (Eq.
(47))

if > 0s then
Get particle’s ID
Atomic increment of hydro force and torque acting on the particle (Eqs. (45) and
(46) respectively)

end if

With respect to the neighbour search and the contact detection al-
gorithms, we use here a cell-based scheme, where an additional grid of
DEM cells covering the whole fluid domain keeps track of the specific
particles contained in neighbour cells (see Fig. 7). The cell-size is set
here to depend on the maximum grain size Rmax , for instance as

= Rx 2.1·DEM max , where each cell is likely to contain up to 5 particles,
and then the particles are assigned to the cells based on their centre of
mass.

The actual distribution of DEM particles in the cell-grid can be
generally updated with a reduced frequency depending on the parti-
cular study case (here, for instance, every 100 time-steps). This is
generally possible if the adopted time-step is small enough and when-
ever the solid particles don’t move excessively (quasi-static problems),
avoiding this way the necessity to update the grid too often and thus
reducing the computational cost.

To perform the contact detection, first we extract for each particle i
its cell-tag (i.e. its actual location in the cell-grid). The contact detection
is then performed only within the own and direct neighbouring cells (9
cells in total for 2D conditions) and just for the particles j that have a
higher id-number ( <i j), making use of the reciprocity of the contact
interactions ( =F Fji ij).

The same procedure can be used for the identification of cohesive
bonds in a bonded granular sample, where the particular bond data (i.e.
bond state, strength, orientation, etc..) can be stored in the upper part
of a symmetric matrix structure with both dimensions equal to the
number of particles. For further efficiency, the storage of this highly
sparse bond matrix can be done using a compressed format, for instance

the Compressed Sparse Column Format (CSC). The idea here is to de-
compose the sparse matrix (with few non-zero components) into three
full arrays with no empty components: A first array “indices” contains
the row indices of all non-zero components of the matrix (i.e. the row
“address” of the cohesive bond), the second array “data” contains the
nonzero values (i.e. the cohesive bond information) and the third array
“indptr” contains the array indices within “data” where each column of
the sparse matrix starts. This is illustrated exemplarily in Fig. 8 for a
group of 11 particles with 8 cohesive bonds. These three arrays need
only be constructed during the initial identification of the cohesive
bonds (i.e. during the contact detection at time zero).

The pseudo-code for a GPU implementation with CUDA of the LBM-
DEM coupling approach presented here is summarized in Algorithm 2
and illustrated as a flowchart in Fig. 9.

Algorithm 2 (Pseudo-code of GPU implementation for LBM-DEM coupled
model).

Main program:
Declare variables in CPU and any necessary counterparts in GPU
Initialize variables
CPU: construct the cohesive bonds data structure (CSC format)
Copy data from CPU memory to GPU global memory
DEM kernel: Map solid particles into fluid domain
DEM kernel: Initialize DEM cell-grid
for each time-step t do
DEM kernel: Update particle mapping and compute local solid fractions in each
cell
LBM kernel: Perform collision and streaming (Algorithm 1)
LBM kernel: Enforce boundary conditions
CPU: Swap fout and fin pointers
if =t%100 0 then
DEM kernel: Update DEM cell-grid

end if
DEM kernel: Update grain positions and rotations at +t t (Eqs. (26) and (27))

Update linear and angular velocities at +t t1/2 (Eqs. (28) and (29))
DEM kernel: Compute solid contact forces for all particles <i j( ) and add the
hydro forces
DEM kernel: Compute linear and angular accelerations at +t t (Eq. (30))
DEM kernel: Correct linear and angular velocities at +t t (Eqs. (31) and (32))
if =t OutFreq% 0 then
Copy any desired data from the GPU back to the CPU memory
CPU: visualize results

end if
end for

3.3. Validation of the numerical code

We now examine the validity of the proposed LBM-DEM coupling
technique by means of two classical benchmark problems for micro-
mechanical fluid-solid interaction, namely the drag coefficient of a
single settling particle for different fluid conditions and the sedi-
mentation trajectories of a pair of interacting grains.

To quantify the hydrodynamic conditions we use here the particle
Reynolds number, defined as =Re v D/p in terms of the terminal set-
tling velocity of the particle in the fluid vp, the fluid’s kinematic visc-
osity and the particle diameter D. In this example, the size of the
simulation domain is chosen large enough to minimize the effect of the
wall as × = ×N N D D50 80x y , where the particle size D is set to 20
lattice steps x . Considering the distance between the lateral bound-
aries, the wall effects are expected to be negligible, as shown in [91] for
domains where Nx > 100D.

The particle is initially located at a height =h D720 from the bottom
wall. The initial and boundary conditions adopted here are thereby
directly comparable to those in [84], with simple bounce-back (non-
slip) boundary conditions applied to all walls. The drag coefficientCD of
the two-dimensional particle can then be calculated as
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Fig. 7. Alternative paradigms for neighbour search and contact detection. (a) Neighbour lists (e.g. Verlet list) associated to each particle based on a given detection
radius (typical of serial or CPU-based codes); (b) Cell-based approach, where the computational domain is divided into an additional cell-grid for the DEM particles
with a cell-size of R2.1· max . The possible interactions for a given particle i are only explored for the particles contained in the adjacent (grey) cells.

Fig. 8. Upper figure: Contact and bond detection for a granular sample with 11 particles. The cohesive bonds are displayed in red and labelled C1 to C8. Lower figure
on the left: Symmetric sparse bond matrix corresponding to the numbering and bonds shown in the upper figure. Lower figure on the right: Corresponding arrays
using the CSC storage format for sparse matrices. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)
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where the particle diameter is D = 0.02 m, the ratio between the
particle and fluid densities is set as =/ 1.01s f , the gravity is set to

=g 9.81 m/s2, and the fluid kinematic viscosity is varied from 0.2 to
0.005 (in lattice units).

Fig. 10 shows the simulated results for the drag coefficientCD versus
particle Reynolds number Re using the BGK and TRT collision models
respectively, the latter implemented with a magic number = 1/4. For
comparison, the figure also shows the experimental results of a fluid
flow past a circular cylinder obtained by Tritton [92]. The good
agreement with the experimental results appears to hold up to the
transition from laminar to turbulent conditions, while for larger Rey-
nolds number (Re > 100) it may be necessary to introduce a turbu-
lence model (e.g. a LES scheme as in [93]). A nice agreement can also
be observed by comparison with several other numerical studies such as
[94] (see also [33] and references therein).

It is also remarkable that the results for both collision models are
almost identical with respect to CD. However, the simulation with the
BGK collision model shows some slight spurious fluctuations in the
pressure field around the particle when the fluid’s kinematic viscosity is
low (see Fig. 11-left) which can be avoided by using the TRT collision
model (see Fig. 11-right).

Fig. 9. Flowchart of general GPU implementation of the micromechanical simulation model featuring both alternative coupling schemes in the frame of the mo-
mentum-exchange (Bouzidi) and partial saturation method (PSM).

Fig. 10. Drag coefficient CD as a function of the particle‘s Reynolds number Re
for a single particle settling in a fluid. Simulated results depicted with red and
blue cross markers. Experimental results from [92] in green solid circles and
numerical results from [94] in solid square markers. (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)
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The second validation test is the sedimentation of two solid particles
( =D 0.2 cm and density = 1010 kg/ms

3) in a fluid channel (channel
width = 2 cm and height = 8 cm). The lattice unit size is kept here
equal to D/20. Initially, both particles P1 and P2 are located at the
central axis of the channel at a height of 7.2 cm and 6.8 cm respectively,
while the particle P1 is laterally offset from the central axis by a single
lattice step to enforce a slight asymmetry. The density and kinematic
viscosity of the fluid are set here to = 1000 kg/mf

3 and
= ×1 10 m /s6 2 , respectively. For the solid contacts, the normal

stiffness is chosen as = ×k 1.1 10 N/mn
5 , while the friction coefficient

is set to zero ( =µ 0).
In this case, the grid size is set to × = ×N N 201 801x y and the re-

laxation time is fixed at = 0.65 with a corresponding time-step of
= ×t 5 10 s4 . Once again, bounce-back (non-slip) boundary condi-

tions are enforced at the lateral and lower walls, while the upper
boundary is considered as an outlet with zero pressure. Fig. 12 shows
the fluid velocity field at three different time stations of the simulation.

Fig. 13 depicts the evolution of the transverse and longitudinal
coordinates of the two particles over time. These results can be com-
pared to the so-called DKT trajectories (drafting-kissing-tumbling)
presented in [95] showing a reasonable agreement both qualitative and
quantitatively.

The algorithms have also been validated by means of further clas-
sical benchmark tests (e.g. the steady plane Poiseuille-flow, the lid-
driven cavity and the flow past a cylinder) [33] as well as for several
specific forms of complex flow configurations (laminar free jet, im-
pinging jet on a solid smooth surface and on a fixed granular surface)
for which theoretical predictions are available (see e.g. [52] and re-
ferences therein). These two references also provide further qualitative
comparisons of the model to real physical experiments, where the latter
reference even reaches a quantitative agreement with the experimental
data on the erosion thresholds for the immersed cohesionless samples.
Further comparisons to physical observations for real engineering
problems (e.g. installation of a suction bucket foundation) will be car-
ried out soon in the frame of the on-going joint research project COMET
(a French-German public cooperation project due to last until 2022, see
details in the acknowledgements) and will be published in due course.

4. Applications and performance

Let us now examine some exemplary applications in the fields of soil
erosion and geotechnical profile driving to illustrate roughly the range
of possibilities provided by the micromechanical analyses with the
proposed techniques. These are then followed by a discussion on the
parallel performance of the presented approach.

4.1. Jet and shear erosion of immersed cohesive soil samples

The analysis of the soil erosion mechanisms under an impinging jet
is a very illustrative example of a complex scenario of solid-fluid in-
teraction where the micromechanical simulation can provide useful and
detailed insights that would be hardly available by other means. This
scenario has become quite relevant e.g. for the erodibility assessment of
earthen hydraulic civil constructions such as earth-dams and levees. In
this context, the Jet Erosion Test (JET) has gained broad acceptance due
to the relative simplicity of the experimental setup and the existence of
portable JET devices for the assessment in situ [9].

In such cases, the engineering practice usually adopts simplified
assumptions concerning the hydrodynamic conditions at the jet im-
pingement in order to derive the erodibility parameters. On the other
hand, pure CFD approaches modelling an impinging jet with erosion are
currently still rare due to the extreme difficulties involved in such
analyses and their necessity of an assumed erosion law [96,97]. In this
sense, the approach proposed here permits not only to examine the
pertinence of such assumptions [52], but also to investigate the onset of
erosion from a topological point of view or to assess the dependence of
the critical fluid velocity for the initiation of erosion on the soil material
properties such as the mean particle size or the intergranular cohesion
[98,99].

As a first example, let us consider the case of a fluid jet with pre-
scribed inflow velocity at the injection nozzle (nozzle diameter b) im-
pinging on a fixed granular surface perpendicular to the jet's axis and
located at a distance H from the nozzle (see Fig. 14). Here, the geo-
metrical, material and rheological parameters of the model, which are
summarized in Table 1, have been chosen arbitrarily either for con-
venience (comparison with previous experimental results [100]) or
based on usual values from the literature (see e.g. [68]). The hydro-
dynamic conditions correspond here to an inertial laminar flow regime
(i.e. transitional from laminar to turbulent conditions), with jet's Rey-
nolds number in the range of Rej ~ 60 to 160. In this case the MRT
collision model was used with the relaxation parameters

= = = =s s s s1.63; 1.14; 1.921 2 4 6 and = =s s 1/7 8 as specified pre-
viously in Section 2.1.1.

The macroscopic profiles of fluid velocity, pressure and shear stress
at the soil surface naturally integrate the irregularities of the granular
assembly while showing the typical stagnation point of fluid velocity
and its complementary maximum of fluid pressure (Fig. 15). On the
other hand, the micromechanical hydraulic forces at the surface (in-
tegrated specifically on each solid grain) appear to reflect the fact that
the maxima of shear stress and pressure gradient are actually located
right on the spots of the most prominent grains (the most exposed ones)
within the relevant impingement area (approximately in the range
[−H, H] of radial distance from the jet's axis). Such micro-scale vari-
ables appear therefore very suitable to describe the topology of erosion,
at least at its onset.

Upon release of the fixed granular surface, the large pressure gra-
dients and shear stresses induced by the jet flow lead to a general
mobilization of the solid grains at the impingement area and the ap-
pearance of a scoured crater. In the presence of cohesive forces between
particles, the erosion kinetics becomes slower (see e.g. the results for
different strengths of the cohesive bonds and a jet velocity of 1.5 m/s in
Fig. 15 left), where the eroded grains can be detached either as single
particles or in multi-grain clusters preserving a number of internal
bonds. The quantification of the erosion kinetics relies here on a dis-
tinction between eroded and non-eroded particles based on the grains’
kinetic energy. In this case, an energy threshold of 2 × 10−4 Joules
appears to discriminate well the particles at the erosion front, although
this magnitude is very likely to depend on other model parameters such
as the grain and cluster sizes (a typical energy can be derived e.g. from
the settling velocity with the estimate of Cd from previous analysis). In

Fig. 11. Simulated results of pressure field for a kinematic viscosity = 0.025 in
lattice units. Left: Simulation with BGK collision model; Right: Simulation with
the TRT collision model.
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Fig. 12. Snapshots of the fluid velocity field during the settling of two immersed particles at three arbitrary time-stations showing a DKT-pattern (draft-kiss-tumble).
(a) Simulated time t = 1.8 s; (b) t = 2.5 s; (c) t = 3.5 s.

Fig. 13. Trajectories of two immersed settling particles: (left) transverse coordinates x; (right) longitudinal coordinates y. The numerical results of Wang and
coworkers [95] are shown in solid markers.
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this case, it appears that the critical cementation degree for the com-
plete absence of erosion should feature a minimum bond strength
somewhere between 2 and 2.5 N. The actual relationship between the
bond strength C and the usual macroscopic (geotechnical) cohesion c′
and friction angle φ can then be explored with simple dry loading
scenarios such as the biaxial compression test (see e.g. [61]).

A second erosion scenario with multiple practical applications is the
soil erosion under homogeneous shear flow conditions (the so-called
Couette flow type). In this case, the fluid shear stress is kept constant
(i.e. the fluid inlet boundary condition is displaced progressively fol-
lowing the eroded surface) and the erosion rate is estimated by the
vertical displacement rate of the sample’s surface. In these conditions,
the constant shear stress imposed by the fluid on the soil surface can be
estimated as

= U
ef

0

0 (50)

where U0 is the imposed shear velocity at the upper boundary and e0 is
the distance between this boundary and the sample surface (see
Fig. 16). The model parameters used in this case are summarized in
Table 2.

The rest of boundary conditions used in this case are the outlet
pressure (Pout = 0 Pa) and the fixed grains applied at the rest of
boundaries of the fluid and solid domains respectively (the “fixed”
particles located at the upper limit of the lateral boundaries are let to be
eroded following the evolution of fluid film thickness over time). The
entrained particles, i.e. the grains with a kinetic energy above the

critical threshold and with no solid contacts or bonds whatsoever, are
then classified as eroded and removed from the simulation. In this re-
spect, the use of the TRT collision model combined with PSM presents
several advantages for this particular case, since the PSM collision step
is performed also inside the particle's nodes, which permits the removal
of the eroded grains from the system without significant changes to the
algorithms. The consequent slight perturbations of the velocity and
pressure fields derived from the grain’s removal appear to bear no in-
fluence on the simulations and tend to be very short-lived, since they
actually escape the system once they reach the outlet boundaries.
Furthermore, the TRT scheme provides a smooth pressure field around
the particles as already shown in the validation section.

Fig. 17 depicts the typical evolution of the system, where the ver-
tical position of the erosion front (i.e. e(t)-e0) is displaced at a roughly
constant rate (Fig. 18 left). By repeating the analysis for different
prescribed values of the fluid shear stress, it is straightforward to derive
the classical macroscopic erodibility parameters, i.e. the kinetic mod-
ulus kd and the critical shear stress c as defined in the following
manner [101,102] from a plot of the erosion rate versus shear stress:

= >k if
otherwise

( )
0

d c c

(51)

However, when the simulations are performed with the basic co-
hesion scheme only (no damage model), the flow is unable to induce
any surface erosion for the low shear stress range (here for shear
stresses below ~150 Pa and a cohesive bond strength of =C N3 ). In
such cases, the sample may reach a new equilibrium state (in some

Fig. 14. Geometrical and boundary conditions for a study case of jet erosion on a granular sample. The red line indicates the adopted horizon used for deriving the
surface profiles of hydrodynamic quantities. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)

Table 1
Geometrical, material and model parameters used for the simulation of jet soil erosion.

Solid phase Fluid phase

Particle mean size, Dmean 3 × 10−3 m Jet’s distance to surface, H 7 × 10−2 m
Polydispersity, Dmax / Dmin 1.5 Jet’s nozzle size, b 5 × 10−3 m
Length of granular sample, L 2.63 × 10−1 m Kinematic fluid viscosity, ν 5 × 10−5 m2/s
Height of granular sample, Hs 8 × 10−2 m Fluid density, ρf 847 kg/m3

Particle density, ρs 2230 kg/m3 Lattice grid size, Δx 2.3 × 10−4 m
Normal contact stiffness, kn 1.1 × 105 N/m Lattice speed, c 10 m/s
Shear contact stiffness, ks 1.1 × 105 N/m Hydraulic radius factor, Rh 0.8
Rolling stiffness, kr 0.1 × kn Inlet fluid velocity range, uj [0.45–1.5] m/s
Friction coefficients, μ = 3·μr 0.3
Normal bond stiffness, kn,b 0.5 × kn
Shear bond stiffness, ks,b 0.2 × kn
Bond’s bending stiffness, km,b 2 × 10−6 × kn Nm/rad
Bond strength, C = Cn = 2Cs [0–2.5] N
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Fig. 15. Jet erosion of a cohesive granular sample. Left: Evolution of the relative eroded mass (ratio of eroded particles to the total mass of the sample) for different
degrees of intergranular cohesion and a jet inflow velocity of 1.5 m/s [98]; Right: Topology of the macroscopic (above) and microscopic (below) descriptors of the
hydrodynamic conditions at the jet impingement area on the surface of the fixed granular sample [99].

Fig. 16. Geometrical and boundary conditions for the analysis of a shear flow erosion case on a cohesive granular sample.

Table 2
Geometrical, material and model parameters used for the simulation of shear flow erosion.

Solid phase Fluid phase

Particle mean size, Dmean 3 × 10−3 m Kinematic fluid viscosity, ν 2 × 10−4 m2/s
Polydispersity, Dmax / Dmin 1.5 Fluid density, ρf 1000 kg/m3

Length of granular sample, L 2.4 × 10−1 m Lattice grid size, Δx 2.4 × 10−4 m
Height of granular sample, Hs 1.54 × 10−1 m Lattice speed, c [50–100] m/s
Particle density, ρs 2500 kg/m3 Hydraulic radius factor, Rh 0.8
Normal contact stiffness, kn 1.1 × 105 N/m Prescribed shear fluid velocity, U0 [1–10] m/s
Shear contact stiffness, ks 1.1 × 105 N/m BC’s offset from surface, e0 5 × 10−3 m
Rolling stiffness, kr 0.1 × kn Outlet pressure, Pout 0 Pa
Friction coefficients, μ = 3·μr 0.2
Normal bond stiffness, kn,b 0.5 × kn
Shear bond stiffness, ks,b 0.2 × kn
Bond’s bending stiffness, km,b 2 × 10−6 × kn Nm/rad
Bond strength, C = Cn = 2Cs=(4/Dmean)Mb 3 N
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cases involving the appearance of cracks in the bonded network of
particles) that can accommodate the superficial flow stresses without
further evolution. This deficiency can be mended by the inclusion of the
transient damage scheme introduced in Section 2.2.3 which prevents
the quasi-instantaneous opening of the sample fractures if the value for
the characteristic damage time η is chosen small enough. This addition
of damage extends significantly the simulation possibilities and permits
to model the surface erosion in the lower range of shear stresses. A
linear fitting of the results with the damage model suggests in this case
a soil erodibility of around =k 1.34·10 m /N·sd

4 3 and = 33 Pac .
As an illustration of the micromechanical investigations that can be

conducted, the particular forms of solid debonding taking place during
the erosion process can be conveniently analysed with a ternary plot of
the failure criterion, i.e. + + =F C F C M M( / ) ( / ) ( / ) 1n n s s b

2 2 , where each
debonding event is represented by a point inside an equilateral triangle,

accounting for the respective contribution of the traction, shear and
bending solicitations, as shown in Fig. 19. In this particular case, the
results appear to suggest that the most efficient forms of debonding
involve either pure traction (i.e. F C( / ) 1n n ) or a combination of shear
and bending solicitations with low levels of tensile forces, in the range
of F C( / ) [0.3 0.4]n n . Furthermore, the micromechanical analysis also
seems to indicate a preferential debonding direction during the erosion,
in this case around 60° and roughly along the main direction of tensile
efforts.

All these extents are of course greatly dependent on the particular
flow conditions of the simulation and the chosen material behaviour,
but they already appear as a promising line of work for the design of
erosion-resistant materials and the general assessment of erosion
countermeasures.

Fig. 17. Snapshots of the evolution of the erosion by shear fluid flow at three district times and part of the simulated domain is shown. The fluid velocity field is
shown as gradient colour (from blue, 0 m/s to red, 5 m/s). The cohesive bond network is coloured in white, while the particles are coloured in red. No information
about the cohesive bond nor the particles are shown. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)

Fig. 18. Soil erosion under homogeneous shear flow conditions. Left: Evolution of the erosion front with time for a cohesive bond strength of =C N3 (basic cohesion
scheme without damage model) and a fluid flow involving = 2·10 m /s4 2 , =U 5 m/s0 and =e 5 mm0 . Right: Variation of erosion rate with the prescribed fluid
shear stress upon consideration of transient damage (damage threshold =C C0.033·0 and characteristic time = 0.01). The solid line represents a linear fit of the
damage data (red points) in the stress range up to 300 Pa. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version
of this article.)
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Fig. 19. Micromechanical features of the simulated shear flow erosion. Left: Ternary representation of bond failure conditions involving = 2·10 m /s4 2 ,
=U 5 m/s0 and =e 5 mm0 . Right: Angular distribution of cumulative solicitations for all broken cohesive bonds (8647 in total) during the shear flow erosion.

Fig. 20. Study case definition for the profile installation of an offshore monopile in fully saturated layered soil, Left: Generic situation of the study case (sketch not to
scale); Right: Model domain involving the border of the cemented sand layer at half-height and three alternative shapes of the wall-tip profile. The network of
intergranular cohesive bonds of the cemented sand layer is depicted in white colour; the layered colour-fill of the solid grains (pink/blue) is introduced solely for
visualization purposes and does not imply a material change. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)

Table 3
Geometrical, material and model parameters for the simulations of a profile driving.

Solid granular phase Fluid phase

Particle mean size, Dmean 1 × 10−2 m Kinematic fluid viscosity, ν 2 × 10−4 m2/s
Polydispersity, Dmax/Dmin 1.5 Fluid density, ρf 1000 kg/m3

Length of granular sample, L 8 × 10−1 m Lattice grid size, Δx 2.3 × 10−4 m
Height of granular sample, Hs 5 × 10−2 m Lattice speed, c 50 m/s
Particle density, ρs 2230 kg/m3 Hydraulic radius factor, Rh 0.78
Normal contact stiffness, kn 1.1 × 105 N/m Outlet pressure, Pout 0 Pa
Shear contact stiffness, ks 1.1 × 105 N/m Study case data
Rolling stiffness, kr 0.1 × kn
Friction coefficients, μ = 3·μr 0.3 Model depth, Zmodel 4 m
Normal bond stiffness, kn,b 0.5 × kn Layer border depth, Zcoh 4.25 m
Shear bond stiffness, ks,b 0.2 × kn Monopile radius, Rmp 3 m
Bond’s bending stiffness, km,b 2 × 10−6 × kn Nm/rad Wall thickness, t 8 × 10−2 m
Bond strength, C 25 N Driving speed 1 × 10−2 m/s
Effective confining pressure, '0 44 kPa Profile’s tip angle 0°, 30°, 60°
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4.2. Profile installation in fully saturated layered soil

The next example concerns the installation of a geotechnical profile
(e.g. the steel profile of a deep foundation) into a saturated layered soil.
We consider here the downwards driving of the wall-tip of an offshore
monopile through two layers of soil, where the upper layer is a purely
frictional granular material (e.g. cohesionless sand) and the lower layer
features cohesive intergranular bonds (e.g. a siliceous sand with car-
bonate/calcareous cementation).

The modelled domain is assumed to rest at a depth of about 4 m
below the mudline and be naturally consolidated. Therefore, the ef-
fective geostatic pressure at that depth is adopted as an approximation
to the boundary conditions of the lateral and upper limits of the discrete

model (constant stress boundaries). The distinct border between the
two layers is assumed to be right in the middle of the domain height.
For simplicity and to keep a low computational cost, the domain is here
restricted to just half a metre in height and 80 cm in width, which
appears to suffice for the illustrative purpose of this academic example.
Concerning the monopile, it is assumed to be perfectly rigid and three
different shapes of the wall-tip profile are considered, with a tip in-
clination of either 60°, 30° or 0° and a wall-thickness of 80 mm for all
cases. For simplicity, the pile driving conditions are here assumed as
quasi-static (i.e. no inertia effects) and with a penetration speed of
10 mm/s. This generic situation is illustrated in Fig. 20, while the
geometrical, material and model parameters used for the simulation are
summarised in Table 3.

Fig. 21. Close-up sequence to the solid phase in the near-field of the pile-tip during the driving process of an offshore monopile in fully saturated layered soil, with a
tip-angle of 60° inwards. Snapshots at a simulated time of t = 13 s; t = 27 s; and t = 34 s, from left to right.

Fig. 22. Excess pressure of the fluid phase in the near-field of the pile-tip during the driving process of an offshore monopile in fully saturated layered soil, with a tip-
angle of 60° inwards. Snapshots at a simulated time of t = 13 s; t = 27 s; and t = 34 s, from left to right.
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The analysis is performed in terms of effective stresses, so that the
fluid pressure and confining stresses are given as excess over the hy-
drostatic pressure. In this sense, the boundary conditions for the fluid
phase are imposed as simple pressure outlets with Pout = 0 Pa.

Fig. 21 depicts exemplarily the displacements induced in the solid
granular phase at three different penetration depths in a close-up
around the pile-tip. From a qualitative perspective, it is possible to
appreciate the influence of the cemented layer as a stiff lower boundary
for the cohesionless soil. Once the pile-tip penetrates into the bonded
domain, two distinct forms of decohesion take place at either side of the
pile-wall: a soil-crushing process in the inner side of the wall and be-
neath the inclined pile-tip, generating a Prandtl-like failure surface
[103] and the mobilization of the broken material either as single
grains or in small clusters of a few particles. In contrast, the failure of
the cemented soil in the outer side of the wall shows a chipping process
whereby large clusters of bonded material are detached and mobilized
as rigid bodies.

The corresponding sequence for the excess pressure in the fluid
phase is depicted in Fig. 22, generally showing a local bulb of under-
pressure below the tip-shoulder and moving along with the pile-tip.
This marked drop in fluid pressure appears consistent with the neces-
sary local dilatancy (i.e. volume growth) of the dense granular packing
in order to accommodate the additional volume of the incoming pile-
wall. Significantly, the chipping process taking place in the cemented
layer leads to the creation of large voids between the clusters and thus

to sudden episodes of negative pressure along the fractures.
Here it appears important to note that the results portrayed in

Fig. 22 are just single instantaneous snapshots of a transient (oscil-
lating) process involving thousands of elastic elements, so that the fluid
pressure also fluctuates accordingly and it can be misleading to com-
pare quantitatively the single snapshots (a snapshot of the in-
stantaneous values does not allow an easy interpretation). A more de-
tailed investigation of pore pressure (out of the scope here) may
therefore be performed on the basis of time-averaged quantities to re-
move the fluctuations, as it is common practice in fluid mechanics, or
alternatively snapshots on fluctuations (see e.g. [104]).

From a quantitative perspective, Fig. 23 portrays the installation
records of effective vertical resistance experienced by the pile-tip. The
relative influence of the fluid coupling is in this case illustrated by
deactivating the LBM phase in a corresponding dry simulation with
identical conditions in an exclusive DEM domain. The large oscillations
in tip resistance of the full model appear certainly caused by local
changes of pore pressure induced by the frequent grain rearrangements
as the tip penetrates into the model. In this sense, a refinement of the
solid particle sizes (here about 1 cm in diametre) would probably lead
to reduction of the dramatic grain dislocations and smoothen out the
pressure oscillations. Notably, the average resistance to driving seems
to be largely comparable in both models, pointing to the large hydraulic
conductivity of the model and the relative irrelevance in this case of the
maximum excess of pore pressure (generally below a few kPa) as
compared to the effective geostatic pressure assumed here.

As a quantitative reference and plausibility check, an approximate
solution derived from the maximum bearing pressure under a simple
strip footing with raking sole at 60° and strip length equal to the
monopile perimeter in a cohesionless soil ( = °30 ; =c 0 Pau ) as pro-
vided by the German geotechnical standard DIN-1054 [105] is illu-
strated in the background of the graph. Despite the rough simplifica-
tions and the inherent differences between the two-dimensional
computation and the three-dimensional solution, the computed results
after full embedment of the tip appear still comparable and in the same
order of magnitude as in the theoretical reference.

Concerning the influence of different pile tip geometries, the right-

Fig. 23. Profile of vertical effective resistance experienced at the pile-tip during the driving process of an offshore monopile in fully saturated layered soil. Left:
Simulated results with and without fluid coupling for a driven profile with a tip-angle of 60° inwards, as compared to a reference solution derived from the maximum
bearing pressure under a strip footing with raking sole at 60° in a cohesionless soil ( = °30 ; =c 0 Pau ) according to DIN 1054 [105]. Right: Coupled results with
variation of the tip-angle from 0° to 60°.

Table 4
Technical specifications of the GPUs used for the performance benchmark.

GTX
1080Ti

Tesla P100
PCIe

Tesla K80 Tesla
K40m

Tesla
K20xm

Architecture Pascal Pascal Kepler Kepler Kepler
Memory [MB] 11,264 16,384 12,288 12,288 6144
CUDA cores 3584 3584 2496 2880 2688
FP32* [GFlops] 11.340 9.526 4.373 4.291 3.935
FP64** [GFlops] 1:32 1:2 1:3 1:3 1:3

* FP32: single precision (float) performance.
** FP64: double precision performance as compared to FP32.
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side graph in Fig. 23 shows the corresponding SRD profiles for tip in-
clination angles of 0°, 30° and 60°, respectively, as simulated with the
fully coupled model. As expected, the adoption of the inclined profiles
leads to a significant reduction of the average driving resistance, in this
case up to roughly 30% reduction after full tip embedment with respect
to the flat tip results.

4.3. A note on the parallel performance

The performance of the proposed parallel implementation of the
code is now briefly discussed for several commercial off-the-shelf GPUs
as compared to the computational speed of a serial version for CPU
processing. Here it is important to keep in mind the strong dependence
of the performance on the respective implementations and exercise the
caution advocated by some authors (e.g. [106] or [42]). In this respect,
the serial CPU version stems from a precedent development stage in the
evolution of the code and is not well optimized in many aspects (e.g. the
particles’ neighbour search in the CPU version is performed using the
classical but sub-optimal Verlet algorithm). Thus, any one-to-one
comparisons of speed-ratio GPU vs CPU will generally be somewhat
misleading and unfair.

For this benchmark exercise, the simulation of the Jet Erosion Test
discussed previously in Section 4 is chosen as study case, with 5000
DEM particles and = =N N1551; 1001x y LBM spatial steps in the x and
y directions respectively. A minimum spatial resolution of 10 lattice
nodes per grain diameter is fixed for all cases. Further simulation
parameters are =c 30 m/s and the kinematic viscosity

= 4·10 m /s5 2 , while the main technical specifications of the different
GPU cards employed here are summarized Table 4. On the other hand,
the serial CPU computation was performed in a DELL R820 server with
128 GB of RAM memory and an Intel Xeon E5-4617 2.90 GHz pro-
cessor.

The benchmark results are summarized in Fig. 24, noting that all
calculations were carried out in single precision numbers. The speed-up
is here measured as the ratio of the number of time-steps computed per
second in the GPUs to the reference performance of the single CPU
thread. For this measurement, the monitored time-steps all involved an
LBM cycle, plus a DEM step (here Np = 1), plus all the output and

visualization tasks specified with the given output frequency (in this
case set to once every 4000 steps). Obviously, the memory transfer
between GPU and CPU for the visualization steps can be reduced and
the performance be enhanced by limiting the output frequency to low
values. Furthermore, it also became apparent that when the TRT col-
lision model is used, the performance slightly dropped about 1% as
compared to the BGK collision model, while the inclusion of cohesion in
the model did not seem to affect the overall performance in the GPU
calculation.

A profiling analysis of the GPU tests is also illustrated exemplarily in
the right-side graph of Fig. 24, which highlights the fact that time
consumed by the DEM calculations is almost negligible as compared to
the LBM expense. The LBM kernel for collision and streaming seems to
consume up to about 85% of the calculation time, followed by the
kernel for particle mapping and calculation of the solid fractions (about
10%). Such profiling analyses are useful to identify the potential bot-
tlenecks to be optimized in further work.

5. Closure

This paper introduces a comprehensive micromechanical model for
the analysis of geotechnical and erosion problems. The pertinence of
the approach for relevant macroscopic scales and real applications is
here intentionally advocated, based on the efficiency of parallel GPU
computations with inexpensive and widely-available graphical cards.

On the theoretical side, the paper provides the main framework of
the LBM and DEM techniques, including useful models for solid
rheology, cohesive bonds and transient damage, and discusses several
practical aspects for the efficiency of numerical and parallel im-
plementations.

On the practical side, the article presents several exemplary cases of
soil erosion and geotechnical profile installation in saturated soil de-
posits, deriving useful parameters such as the threshold cohesion for the
erosion onset and the soil resistance to driving (SRD) in a layered soil
profile.

To conclude, it appears important to highlight the fact that most of
the modelling simplifications considered here for the sake of compu-
tational efficiency (e.g. the simplified particle shapes and large sizes,

Fig. 24. Performance analyses for the parallel implementation of the code for GPUs on a JET configuration problem. Left: Speed-up factors for different commercial
GPU cards as compared to the serial performance on CPU. Right: Profiling diagram of the main code kernels.
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the hydraulic conductivity of the 2D models or the obvious 2D-vs-3D
spatial dimensional effects) can all be generally addressed within the
proposed framework at a higher computational expense but with mere
geometrical refinements and/or existing model extensions already de-
scribed in the literature. In the authors’ view and considering the
technological developments in parallel computation of the last decade
as well as the current pace of evolution in GPU/HPC units, this indicates
the very large potential of micromechanical modelling for a wide range
of problems in the applied sciences and engineering practice.
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